AN AI-POWERED DIVERSITY-AWARE ONLINE SOCIAL PLATFORM FOR RICHER AND TRUSTED MEDIATED PEOPLE INTERACTIONS
WENET IS BUILDING A NEW, AI-POWERED DIVERSITY-AWARE SOCIAL INTERACTION PLATFORM

To create this platform, WeNet will develop unique methodologies, algorithms and social interaction protocols.

The result will be an end-to-end network that connects people and amplifies the positive effects of the sharing economy. The network will harness diversity to promote a more inclusive society, transcending geographical and cultural backgrounds.

The platform will reduce widespread bias in technology (especially AI). The WeNet system follows principles including ethics and privacy by design, which are state of the art approaches for making technology fair and transparent.
**FACTS AND FIGURES**

**15 WORLDWIDE PARTNERS**
15 partners from Europe, India, China, Mexico, Paraguay, and Mongolia to empower machine mediated diversity-aware interactions between people

**1 MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH**
A multidisciplinary approach that involves experts from the fields of artificial intelligence (AI), engineering, computer science, design, sociology, and ethics

**10,000 USERS**
10,000 participants: individual and groups

**5 EXTERNAL PILOTS**
5 external pilot trials for academic institutions to assess WeNet approaches, technologies and services

**18 INTERNAL PILOTS**
18 internal pilot trials worldwide, at universities and adult-education institutions
THE GOAL OF WENET IS TO DEVELOP AN ONLINE PLATFORM WHICH WILL EMPOWER MACHINE MEDIATED DIVERSITY-AWARE PEOPLE INTERACTIONS.
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